THE PHASE OF VEDANTISM
what they call the vapourish bubbles of love and
^motion.
A Vedantist is an iron man, but a Bhakta is the white
flower of love watered by love's tears. He is the centre
of ^SZ^^ storais, and through his tears, you can see the
rainbow in the sky. This thou art\ 'I am He', the cult
of sinking one's self in the wonderful impersonality of
the Being without beginning and without end, in the
sexless soul, in 'If, could never bear good fruit in
Vijaykrishna as in Ramakrishna. Ramakrishna was
fascinated and worked upon by Tota Puri, that naked
man with nerves of iron. Vijaykrishna loved, with the
passionateness of a mother or with the consuming love of
a comrade, the idol of Shyam Sundar, his God in human
form.   Likewise,. Ramakrishna needed contact with the
,/i^l,^                             V.J
tangible and cognizable God and wanted to embrace the
Mother, believing at the same time that the Mother and
the Absolute are one. In both, the Vedantic influence was
but a passing phase.  It left both of them untouched
just as, according to Vedantism, the passing clouds do
not affect the eternal blue of the sky, which may be likened
to the Self. Tota Puri, the terrible man of steel, standing
like a giant before the delicate-bodied Ramakrishna with
his feminine tenderness and dreaming eyes fixed on
nowhere, was ultimately conquered, and his once disciple
became his master. And the Vedantic influence over, the
wilderness crossed, Ramakrishna clasped to his arms the
very May a, whom Tota Puri had taught him to fight and
conquer, for he knew that the Divine Mother (Nirguna
Prakriti) with her mischievous and yet winning smile (in
the words of Ramaprasad) is the creator of this May a.
And in the case of Vijaykrishna, after this drought, came
the fertilizing rain upon the arid soil of his mind, and
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